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Our Changing World

Meeting Today’s Challenges

Text message and conversation data are used in 95% of all corporate investigations as a key
source of evidence. Extracting this data can be extremely challenging.

The sheer amount of data on computers and mobile devices combined with evolving
compliance requirements are the key hurdles that must be overcome. When you then factor
in multiple communication methods—texts, calls, e-mails, apps, and social media activity—
that must be reviewed during an investigation, it’s easy to see how digital intelligence, IT
security, and eDiscovery professionals can feel overwhelmed.

58% of the total U.S workforce are
remote workers

33% (1 in 3) U.S. employees
use their own computer and
smartphone to enable
remote work

75% of examiners said
that computers appeared
frequently in their
investigations in the past year.
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43% of women and 12% of men
claim they have been sexually
harassed or bullied at work.

69% of mid-size organizations
in North America cited data
loss when an employee leaves.

Text messages and conversations
are used in 95% of investigations as
an evidence source.
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The Cellebrite
DI Platform
To meet the demands of our
changing world, businesses
need to rethink their approach to
digital data, how eDiscovery and
investigations are conducted, and
how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of the process.
Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform for businesses is an
integrated set of solutions that
collectively optimize the activities of
all corporate and service provider
professionals.
The DI Platform allows businesses,
through consent, to lawfully access
the most data sources including
computer and mobile data, while
managing the flow and compliance
of the data and evidence. The data
can be analyzed and investigated
to provide actionable intelligence
or directly integrated with the
enterprise ecosystem such as
review platforms.
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Cellebrite

eDiscovery Solutions
As the scope and volume of data that must be reviewed increases, so does
the cost of eDiscovery. But with Cellebrite, our industry-leading solutions
will gather only what’s needed from custodians and remove duplicate
data to save you time and money and preserve employee’s privacy.

The Challenge
The eDiscovery landscape is shifting beyond computer
digital intelligence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shift to hybrid working models means employees’ devices aren’t always accessible
Management requires minimal business disruption to complete litigation collection
As the amount of data grows larger, it is more important to only collect targeted data
Communication and messaging, often on mobile devices, are critical and relevant sources
Increased privacy concerns are being raised by internal and external legal entities
Costly review cycles by the legal team requires data to be streamlined prior to review

The Solution
Cellebrite’s eDiscovery Solutions increase process efficiencies to support any type of civil litigation by
streamlining the collection and processing of data. Review workflows and deliver results quickly to
reduce overhead.

• Industry-leading remote collection capabilities for mobile, computer and cloud
• Save time and money—only collect what you need and protect employee privacy
• Gather insights across data sources to get a 360-degree view of employee communication including
messaging activity

• Seamless integration with eDiscovery review platforms
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Cellebrite

Corporate Investigation
Solutions
Corporations today need to protect their business and employees from
internal and external threats. It’s critical to have the capabilities to
investigate claims of fraud, intellectual property theft, financial crimes,
and other forms of employee misconduct.
To keep businesses secure, corporations need a solution that’ll allow
investigators to easily access and investigate claims, so they can get
to the truth of the matter quickly and effectively to reduce the business
impact and the potential cost of exposure.

The Challenge
Corporate investigations are becoming increasingly complex:
•
•
•
•
•

Shift to hybrid working models means employees devices are not always easily accessible
Personal and business technology use is blurred
Communication and messaging, often on mobile devices, are critical-relevant sources
Mobile applications that promote collaboration aren’t always sanctioned
Increased privacy concerns are being raised

The Solution
Cellebrite’s Corporate Investigation Solutions are designed to safeguard businesses to mitigate threats to
data security while providing a powerful answer to address all investigation needs, from computers, mobile
devices, and the cloud.

• Industry-leading remote collection capabilities for mobile, computer and cloud
• Gather insights across data sources to get a 360-degree view of employee
communications and activity

• Build a comprehensive picture to support or refute claims
• Deep dive into activity or recover history from a device to
uncover the truth
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Cellebrite

Incident Response Solutions
Businesses are exposed now more than ever to cyber and security
threats. These can be initiated by external hackers or internal employees.
Businesses should focus and respond to real-time threats and incidents.
The variety of devices connected to the business network exposes
multiple attack vectors. Malicious activity can be initiated from any of the
endpoints the employee interacts with inside your network, from a laptop
to a company-issued mobile device.
Businesses need a solution to efficiently and proactively handle cyber and
data exfiltration incidents.

The Challenge
Detection and response are becoming more fundamental to
cyber security threats:
•
•
•
•

Gain access to relevant computer, mobile and cloud data
Quickly understand the impact of the attack
Minimize the response time
Analyze information from multiple sources (mobile, computer, network logs)

The Solution
Cellebrite Incident Response Solutions allow cyber and information security teams to proactively detect and
respond in a timely manner.

•
•
•
•

Gain access to the relevant mobile and computer data needed for analyzing a breach
Initiate mobile malware detection
Conduct root cause analysis using multiple sources of information
Triage capabilities to identify compromised systems and analysis of system logs and memory
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Your Trusted Advisor
Organizations need a trusted partner that can
provide the right guidance, tools, training, and
support to make them DI ready.
Here’s why partnering with Cellebrite makes
sense...
Experience: Cellebrite has been the global leader
in digital intelligence technology for more than 20
years.

Products: Our best-in-class products can extend
the power of your existing resources.

We Are Where You Are
Cellebrite is never far away. Our Advanced Services team is always ready to assist on your most
challenging investigations.

Support: We stand beside you every step of the
way. Our experts get your teams up and running
quickly to discover the truth faster.
Cellebrite can help create the right digital
intelligence strategy for your team.
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Cellebrite’s mission is to enable its customers to protect and save lives, accelerate justice and preserve privacy in
communities around the world. Cellebrite is the global leader in Digital Intelligence solutions for the public and
private sectors, empowering organizations to master the complexities of legally sanctioned digital investigations
by streamlining intelligence processes. Trusted by thousands of leading agencies and companies in more than 140
countries, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence platform and solutions transform how customers collect, review, analyze
and manage data in legally sanctioned investigations.
To learn more visit us at www.cellebrite.com and https://www.cellebrite.com/en/investors/.

